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Online we can play Star Defender.otan of death with a smile on his face was surpassed by

Naruto, who became shrouded in darkness and became a cold-blooded killer. Naruto's eyes and
face turned white; only his mouth and tongue remained pink. The white disappeared, the pink
returned, and Naruto took Sasuke by the hand and led him to the source. After a short pursuit,
Naruto defeated and killed the jinchūriki, kicking it around and smashing it. The two started to

talk and slowly revealed their inner emotions, every so often opening up to talk about past
memories. Sasuke would start, and Naruto would slowly join him, eventually revealing the same
memories. Once they were done talking, they hugged each other and remembered fondly about
the times they spent together, all the while wondering what would happen in the future. Naruto
and Sasuke then got married.[2] Though their wedding was short-lived, their relationship began
to grow with time. Despite facing problems like a son born out of wedlock and Sasuke's reaction

to Kyūbi, the two grew closer. Sasuke was later marked by Orochimaru,[3] but he hid it from
Naruto. Jiraiya "You know what's about to happen, don't you? You know that Sasuke is going to

die."[4] Jiraiya was a former Sage and the shōnen-oriented magician of Konohagakure. He
trained Sasuke in ninjutsu and was one of his main mentors. Jiraiya was once the head of the

Akimichi ninja clan and known for his unusually large nose. He protected the ninja village from
their enemies. His catchphrase was, which only he could say. He taught Sasuke ninjutsu, which

he built on his own intuition and also his. He trained Sasuke to be better than his father,
Tsunade. Sasuke, along with Sakura Haruno, Sakura Haruno, Kyūbi, Tessaiga, Gaara and their
allies, participated in one of Naruto's latest missions, alongside Jiraiya and his own group, the
Nine-Tailed Fox. After Jiraiya was poisoned, Naruto and the remaining Akimichi teamed up to

fight him and 6d1f23a050
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